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Social navigation—such as anticipating where gossip may spread, or identifying which 
acquaintances can help land a job—relies on knowing how people are connected within 
their larger social communities. Problematically, for most social networks, the space of 
possible relationships is too vast to observe and memorize. Indeed, people's knowledge 
of these social relations is well known to be biased and error- prone. Here, we reveal 
that these biased representations reflect a fundamental computation that abstracts over 
individual relationships to enable principled inferences about unseen relationships. We 
propose a theory of network representation that explains how people learn inferential 
cognitive maps of social relations from direct observation, what kinds of knowledge 
structures emerge as a consequence, and why it can be beneficial to encode systematic 
biases into social cognitive maps. Leveraging simulations, laboratory experiments, and 
“field data” from a real- world network, we find that people abstract observations of direct 
relations (e.g., friends) into inferences of multistep relations (e.g., friends- of- friends). 
This multistep abstraction mechanism enables people to discover and represent complex 
social network structure, affording adaptive inferences across a variety of contexts, includ-
ing friendship, trust, and advice- giving. Moreover, this multistep abstraction mechanism 
unifies a variety of otherwise puzzling empirical observations about social behavior. Our 
proposal generalizes the theory of cognitive maps to the fundamental computational 
problem of social inference, presenting a powerful framework for understanding the 
workings of a predictive mind operating within a complex social world.

social networks | cognitive maps | abstraction | successor representation

In our daily lives, we are constantly navigating social relationships in pursuit of the rich 
resources embedded within social networks (1, 2). Someone applying for a job might 
leverage their acquaintances to get a favorable referral (3, 4); a politician might wage a 
whisper campaign against a rival, seeding salacious rumors likely to reach key constitu
encies; a crafty rank- and- file employee might cozy up to managers in hopes of being 
promoted (5). Researchers commonly assume that adaptive social navigation is aided by 
having accurate knowledge of network structure (6, 7). Indeed, people accurately identify 
socially important network members (8, 9), invest time and energy tracking each other’s 
relationships (10), and report believing that social power comes from having accurate 
knowledge of network structure (11). It is therefore a puzzling empirical fact that people’s 
perceptions of social network structure are riddled with errors, deviating substantially 
from the true network structure (12–16). As just one example, people believe their social 
networks to be far more interconnected than they actually are and exaggerate how strongly 
relations are clustered into groups (17–19).

To explain people’s lack of accurate network knowledge, past research posits that people 
maintain a variety of cognitive schemas about network structure (6, 10, 20). For example, 
people hold the schematic belief that networks are structured into triads, where three 
individuals are all connected to each other. Upon learning that two individuals share a 
mutual friend, people can heuristically apply this schema to infer that these two individuals 
must also be friends (14, 21). Similarly, groups of densely interconnected individuals can 
be represented using a community schema, which leads people to heuristically invent 
nonexistent relationships between members of the same group or community (15, 21). 
Therefore, under a schema- based account, inaccurate network representation reflects com
pression of relational knowledge into heuristics (14, 22), which reshape memories of 
previously observed relationships and bias learning of new relationships (6, 10, 20).

Although schemas offer useful descriptions of how people perceive social networks, 
they are unsatisfactory as a theoretical account for two fundamental reasons. First, a 
schema- based account lacks parsimony. To explain an individual’s overall network rep
resentation, it would be necessary to draw upon a collection of different schemas, each 
specifying a unique network structure to be represented in memory. Without a formal 
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theory specifying which schemas should be used, or when they 
should be combined, it is difficult to predict how an individual 
might encode their network. Second, a schema- based account is 
unfalsifiable because it sidesteps the crucial question of where 
schemas come from. In the absence of a theory of how schemas 
develop, which would place constraints on what schemas could 
even exist, any novel empirical observation can be explained sim
ply by adding an additional schema to the collection. But what is 
the alternative? Is there a single falsifiable mechanism that might 
parsimoniously explain how and why these various psychological 
schemas emerge?

We start from a well- established principle in cognitive science: 
Abstraction strips away concrete details about specific observations 
or experiences, leaving behind deep structural knowledge about 
the world around us. This abstracted knowledge can then be used 
to draw sophisticated inferences from limited direct experience 
(23), including about social relationships (24). From this vantage 
point, social navigation is not just about deciding how to traverse 
known relationships. Instead, it begins with inference about what 
pathways exist at the moment, as well as what pathways could be 
created in the future. For example, executives create value for the 
company (and for themselves) by noticing and then bridging oth
erwise isolated teams (7); matchmakers gain prestige by correctly 
guessing clients’ compatibility; political goons and propagandists 
help their party consolidate power by inciting intergroup violence 
along dormant us- them boundaries, reshaping how network mem
bers relate to each other (25–27). The common cognitive problem 
underlying both “path- finding” and “path- forging” forms of social 
navigation is the need to make predictive inferences of how people 
are—or will be—connected to each other within social networks. 
We refer to this relational inference problem as social link predic
tion, adopting a term from the computer science literature where 
analogous problems include friend recommendation for online 
social media systems (28, 29).

If social navigation is about solving the link prediction problem, 
then abstraction offers a solution in the discovery of deep structure; 
knowledge of such structure subsequently enables inference despite 
noisy and incomplete relational observation (30). Leveraging the 
theoretical framework of abstraction, we investigate a mechanism 
for performing link prediction, which can account for a diverse 
set of empirical observations and unifies previous schema- based 
accounts into a single, parsimonious mechanism. This mechanism 
is called multistep relational abstraction, where network members’ 
relationships are represented as a combination of direct and indi
rect connections (i.e., one- step and multistep relations) (31, 32). 
For example, when observing a friendly interaction between two 
people, we not only obtain evidence about the observed friendship 
but also infer that each individual in the interaction is more likely 
to be friends with the other person’s friends (Fig. 1). With suffi
cient observation, we can build a representation that incorporates 
observed knowledge about one- step relations, as well as inferences 
about multistep relations (such as friends- of- friends, friends- of- friends- 
 of- friends, and so on). Multistep relational abstraction provides 
a principled solution for solving the link prediction problem 
and specifies a mechanism for building cognitive maps that 
reflect how people are connected in any given network. It is 
therefore a flexible mechanism, allowing relationships to be 
probabilistically inferred between any network members who 
share many intermediary connections, even when evidence of 
those relationships has never been directly observed. Across four 
studies, we test the hypothesis that multistep relational abstrac
tion provides a general, parsimonious, and flexible cognitive 
mechanism that explains how people build mental representa
tions of social networks.

Results

Study 1: Schema- Like Representation Emerges from Multistep 
Relational Abstraction. As a first proof of principle, we conducted 
a simulation study to interrogate whether multistep abstraction can 
generate schema- like network representations like those observed 
in empirical studies and tested whether these abstractions are 
capable of successful link prediction. We implemented multistep 
abstraction using the reinforcement learning algorithm for 
learning the Successor Representation (33, 34), which specifies 
how learning experiences can be used to build cognitive maps in 
memory (32, 35). We note, however, that other implementations 
make functionally equivalent predictions (31, 36; see Discussion 
for a comparison between the Successor Representation and related 
mechanisms).

For any two given network members (e.g., Isa and Asher), the 
Successor Representation encodes how likely it is that they will be 
observed together. In our model, this co- occurrence probability 
informs link prediction. Critically, the Successor Representation 
computes co- occurrence probabilities through a temporal- difference 
learning mechanism that combines knowledge of one- step and 
multistep relations (Methods). Generally, the key benefit of using 
a temporal- difference learning mechanism is that an agent can 
immediately use new observations to make better predictions; in 
the context of social networks, the Successor Representation is 
therefore able to infer unobserved social relations immediately 
after a novel observation of social interaction. For example, upon 
observing an interaction between Isa and Asher, the Successor 
Representation learns that Isa is more likely to be observed 
together with Asher in the future. The Successor Representation 
does not stop with this one- step update but also incorporates 
multistep relations into the update (i.e., Isa will be observed with 
Asher’s friends, friends- of- friends, and so on; Fig. 1). Each suc
cessive step is weighted by the successor discount parameter 
� ∈ [0, 1) so that the actual observation contributes most strongly 
to the learning update (i.e., by a factor of �0 ), the inferred rela
tionships between Isa and Asher’s friends contribute less strongly 
( �1 ), and so on. The value of � therefore dictates the “abstractness” 
of overall network representation, such that � = 0 is pure memo
rization (i.e., one- step relations), and greater values of � lead to 
increasingly abstract multistep inferences.

A BTrue network

Friends Not

Evolution of network representation
RepresentationObservation

time
leads to leads to

Multistep abstraction

← + + +

← + +

← +

←

strong
contribution to
representation weak

Fig. 1. Conceptual model. (A) Network representation can be visualized as a 
matrix of (friend) relations. In this example, the answer to “Is Red friends with 
Orange?” is answered by referencing row Red, column Orange. (B) Multistep 
relational abstraction represents network members’ relations as a combination 
of direct (i.e., one- step: observed friendship) and indirect (i.e., multistep: friends- 
of- friends) connections. Therefore, when observing Blue and Green together, 
the model represents Blue as being fractionally more likely to be directly 
connected to Green’s friend (Yellow), friends- of- friends (Orange), and so on. 
Each additional step is down- weighted such that more immediate connections 
are prioritized in the overall representation.
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Using only a single parameter � , multistep abstraction poten
tially allows us to unite multiple schemas under the same model. 
To test this, we created an artificial social network (Fig. 2A), struc
tured such that memorization (Fig. 2B), triad completion (Fig. 2C), 
and community detection (Fig. 2D) strategies make divergent 
predictions about unobserved links in the network representation. 
We then simulated variants of the Successor Representation with 
� ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 (Fig. 2E). Simulation results demonstrate 
multistep abstraction is sufficient for producing representations 
resembling triad completion, community detection, or a blend of 
the two, depending on the number of steps being integrated over. 
In other words, we observed evidence that both triad completion 
and community detection schemas reflect the same basic cognitive 
process but at different levels of abstraction. Put simply, multistep 
abstraction can in principle provide a parsimonious mechanism 
supporting different schema- like network representations.

Study 2a: Multistep Relational Abstraction Explains People’s 
Network Representations. Following our simulation study showing 
that multistep abstraction recapitulates various known schemas, 
we empirically tested whether humans actually deploy multistep 
abstraction when learning about networks through direct experience. 
We used two complementary samples to test our hypothesis: one 
using a “Random Walks” learning task (N = 60) and the other 
using a “Paired Associates” learning task (N = 28). The Random 
Walks task consisted of a sequence of network members presented 

one- by- one, such that observing the i → j transition meant that 
network members i and j were friends. Each “step” of the random 
walk was chosen randomly from all of a given node’s edges, such that 
upon seeing i , it would be equiprobable to see any of i’s friends on 
the next trial. The Paired Associates task presented a pair of friends 
on each trial, randomly drawn from all friendships in the network.

Random walks provide firsthand observations of each network 
member’s successors (e.g., friends- of- friends) and most closely 
match how Successor Representations have previously been stud
ied in nonsocial contexts (31, 36–39). This format also emulates 
the kinds of relational observations provided by gossip (8), e.g., 
“Madeleine heard from Asher, who heard from Isa that…” Since 
participants experience long chains of observations—and, in fact, 
are directly provided with information about multistep relations—
this learning format may facilitate more community- like rep
resentation, described in our model by relatively high values of � . 
The paired associates format, in contrast, withholds information 
about multistep relations and breaks the temporal structure pro
vided by random walks. This emulates learning from disjointed 
pairwise observations (e.g., seeing Madeleine getting lunch with 
Asher, then later seeing Asher having coffee with Isa) and conveys 
no additional information about multistep relations. Therefore, 
building an abstracted cognitive map from paired associates would 
require stitching together disjointed experiences in memory, which 
may facilitate the more triad- like representation described by lower 
values of � in our model.

Participants in both samples learned about the same network 
from Study 1. We measured participants’ mental representations 
by showing them every possible pairwise combination of network 
members and asking them to report a “yes/no” decision about 
whether each pair was friends. To first verify that participants’ 
mental representations showed evidence of being schema- like, we 
used mixed- effects regression to predict how people responded to 
the memory task. In both samples, results reveal that participants’ 
mental representations were significantly predicted by a triad com
pletion schema (Random Walks β = 8.46, Z = 7.67, 95% CI = 
[6.30, 10.62], P < 0.001; Paired Associates β = 7.15, Z = 6.95, 
95% CI = [5.13, 9.16], P < 0.001), and also by a community 
schema (Random Walks β = 9.29, Z = 6.77, 95% CI = [6.60, 
11.98], P < 0.001; Paired Associates β = 7.41, Z = 6.86, 95%  
CI = [5.29, 9.53], P < 0.001). Both models included random 
intercepts and slopes.

Given evidence that participants’ mental representations were 
schema- like, we then tested whether multistep abstraction is a viable 
alternative account of the data. To directly compare schemas against 
multistep abstraction, we used mixed- effects regression to test how 
well mental representations are predicted by fixed- � Successor 
Representations (i.e., nine variants with � ∈ [0. 1, 0. 9] in incre
ments of 0.1). Using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as a 
goodness- of- fit metric, we found that the Random Walks sample was 
best explained by a Successor Representation with � = 0.7 (i.e., more 
community- like), that the Paired Associates sample was best explained 
by a Successor Representation with � = 0.4 (i.e., more triad- like), and 
that Successor Representations at any value of � outperformed sche
mas in both samples (SI Appendix). These results 1) support our 
hypothesis that multistep abstraction subsumes schematic representa
tion, 2) explain how schema- like representation emerges even from 
complete and veridical observation of a social network, and 3) provide 
a basis for understanding how people solve the link prediction prob
lem within social networks. However, this analysis is limited by the 
need to use fixed � values for the Successor Representation, as well 
as the assumption that there are no meaningful individual differences 
(i.e., that everyone learns using the same �).
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Fig. 2. Study 1: Simulation results. (A) The true network topology, visualized 
equivalently as a graph and adjacency matrix. (B) Network representation 
based on pure memorization. (C) Representation predicted by the triad 
completion schema, i.e., inferring friendship between friends- of- friends.  
(D) Representation based on community detection. (E) By adjusting how 
many steps are integrated over in a multistep relational abstraction, network 
representation can resemble memorization, triad completion, or community 
detection. Zero indicates a prediction of no friendship and is color- coded white. 
Colormaps are rescaled for each panel to emphasize the pattern geometry.
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Since multistep abstraction can simultaneously explain mem
orization, triad completion, and community detection, we fit a 
computational model to each participant’s data, formally testing 
whether the Successor Representation can flexibly account for 
individual differences in people’s use of schema- like strategies. 
Unlike before, this model estimates � as a free parameter, as well 
as weighting terms controlling how strongly the Successor 
Representation is incorporated into network representation 
(Methods). Even when accounting for individual differences in � 
strength, results from the computational model reveal significant 
group- level use of the Successor Representation in both our sam
ples (mean Random Walks � = 1.74, t(59) = 6.49, 95% CI = [1.20, 
2.27], P < 0.001; mean Paired Associates � = 1.55, t(27) = 6.44, 
95% CI = [1.05, 2.04], P < 0.001). Reflecting the difference in 
learning formats, we found that participants integrated over sig
nificantly more steps in the Random Walks sample (mean looka
head = 5.89 steps, equivalent to � = 0.83), compared to the Paired 
Associates sample (mean lookahead = 2.25 steps, equivalent to  
� = 0.56; mean lookahead difference t(73) = −3.65 steps, 95% CI 
= [−5.63, −1.66], P < 0.001; Fig. 3A). The posterior predictive 
check also reflects that participants’ representations are well char
acterized as a blend of both triad-  and community- like structure 
(Fig. 3B) and confirms that multistep abstraction is capable of 
flexibly producing schema- like representation.

Study 2b: Multistep Relational Abstraction Explains People’s  
Social Inferences. In addition to structuring mental represen
tations, multistep abstraction also affords link prediction in the 
service of adaptive social decision- making in situations where no 
direct experience is available. For example, if Madeleine needed 
to use the bathroom at a café, whom should she ask to look 
after her laptop? This is a difficult problem if she is not friends 
with any of the people around her and has not had a chance to 
directly assess their trustworthiness. However, Madeleine might 
leverage her knowledge of multistep relations to quickly infer 
that a friend- of- a- friend is likely more reliable than a friend- of- 
a- friend- of- a- friend and ask a cafegoer whom she recognizes as 

a mutual friend. To test whether multistep abstraction supports 
link prediction in the service of social decisions, participants in 
the Paired Associates sample completed a trust prediction task, 
which required inferences about how much network members 
trusted each other in an economic decision- making task, based 
on nothing but knowing who is friends with whom.

Participants were told that one network member (A) was given 
$10 and could invest any amount in another network member 
(B). Any money invested by A would be quadrupled and sent to 
B, who could then choose how much of the money (if any) to 
send back to A. Participants then guessed how much money each 
network member trusted with every other network member ($0 
to 10, in $1 increments). This task therefore requires participants 
to make inferences about how much network members, including 
those with no known relationship, would trust each other.

Before testing whether individual differences in abstraction are 
associated with differences in inferring how much friends- of- friends 
trust one another, we checked our intuition that trust behaviors are 
well- described by the same computational model used to predict 
mental representations at the group level. That is, friends- of- friends 
should be trusted with more money than friends- of- friends- of- friends, 
and so on. As hypothesized, the weights for the trust prediction task 
reveal significant group- level use of the Successor Representation 
with an average � = 0.89 (mean � = 1.86, t(27) = 3.60, 95% CI = 
[0.80, 2.93], P = 0.001; Fig. 3A), suggesting that the same cognitive 
mechanism may underlie both mental representation of the network 
and link prediction in the service of social decisions (Fig. 3B).

We then used participant- specific memory Successor Represen
tations predicted by the computational model (Fig. 3B) to predict 
inferences in the trust prediction task. For example, a subset of 
participants seemed to prioritize memorization over abstraction 
in memory (i.e., � < 0.1; 33% in Random Walks, 43% in Paired 
Associates). Although this would indeed be the ideal strategy if 
optimizing for accurate representation, insufficient abstraction 
diminishes an individual’s ability to perform link prediction, and 
as a consequence, the ability to make adaptive social inferences. 
If this is true, we should observe that participants with greater 
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memory abstraction (i.e., higher � ) infer greater trust between 
more distant connections (e.g., friend- of- a- friend- of- a- friend), 
compared to participants who use less abstraction. This is precisely 
what we found: The greater a participant’s ability to rely on rela
tional abstraction, the more likely they were to infer that money 
was entrusted across longer- range distances within the network 
(β = 15.20, t = 5.50, 95% CI = [9.52, 20.87], P < 0.001; full 
mixed- effects regression model specification and results in 
SI Appendix). Together, these results provide evidence that multi
step abstraction not only shapes people’s memories of relationships 
but also enables link prediction for never- before- seen friendships 
in the service of socially consequential behaviors.

Study 3: Multistep Relational Abstraction Explains Link Prediction  
from Minimal Network Information. We have so far demonstrated 
that multistep abstraction explains how schema- like representation 
of social networks emerges from direct experience and that 
the same mechanism enables link prediction for unobserved 
relationships, shaping both mental representations and socially 
consequential inferences. What remains unknown is whether 
multistep abstraction is capable of explaining empirical phenomena 
that are less readily characterized by known schemas and just how 
little direct experience is necessary for multistep abstraction to 
support link prediction. To answer these questions, we reanalyzed a 
dataset by Sehl et al. (40), which tested how participants performed 

link prediction in artificial social networks after being provided 
summary information about relationships within these networks 
(40). Participants were presented with two “target” network mem
bers and told how many friends these targets had in total, as well as 
how many mutual friends they shared. The task was to infer how 
likely it was that the targets were themselves friends. Participants in 
this experiment (N = 180) were informed (in various conditions) 
that in a network of 26 individuals, the two targets had 6 or 12 
friends each (Fig. 4A). Of these, the targets shared mutual friends 
in ratios of 1:6, 1:2, or 5:6.

The authors observed two specific effects. First, participants 
were more likely to infer friendship between the targets when they 
had a greater proportion of mutual friends. Second, participants 
were more likely to endorse friendships when the targets each had 
12 friends compared to 6 (Fig. 4B). Although these inferences 
seem to suggest heuristic application of schema- like knowledge, 
a single schema cannot fully account for the results. Although a 
triad completion schema predicts a link between two individuals 
who share a mutual friend and might even (with some elaboration) 
produce the belief that two individuals are increasingly likely to 
be linked if they share many mutual friends, it cannot explain why 
people are more likely to infer a link between individuals with a 
greater number of friends overall (holding the proportion of 
mutual friends constant). One could explain this effect with a 
different schema that more popular individuals are more likely to 

Inferring Relations from Mutual Friends (Sehl, Friedman, & Denison 2022)
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Fig. 4. Study 3: Reanalysis of Sehl et al. (40). (A) An example of the kind of schematic participants were shown on each trial (Left), and the network graph 
corresponding to that configuration (Right). Participants judged how likely they found it that the target individuals (red and blue) were friends, given information 
about mutual friends (yellow), exclusive friends (black), and isolates (white). Lines connecting the Red/Blue individuals to other network members indicate 
known friendships. Isolates are omitted from the graph because they are not connected to anyone else. (B) Group- level empirical behavior from a laboratory 
study where participants inferred friendship between two individuals, given how many mutual and total friends they had. (C) Simulated choices based on the 
Successor Representation. The model qualitatively reproduces participants’ behaviors. (D) Simulated co- occurrence probabilities for the experimental conditions, 
which inform the softmax choice function.D
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be connected. However, it is not parsimonious to use multiple 
heuristics to account for these effects in piecemeal, if a single 
alternative mechanism can account for both.

Rather than relying on an account that combines an arbitrary 
set of schemas, can multistep abstraction parsimoniously explain 
how people make inferences about unseen friendships, even in sit
uations where people have very limited knowledge about the net
work? Specifically, can it reproduce the two effects observed by 
Sehl et al.? To test this, we modeled their experimental setup by 
first computing the Successor Representation from the limited 
information provided on every trial (Fig. 4A; see Methods) and 
then using the Successor Representation to compute two quanti
ties: 1) the likelihood of observing a friendship between a target 
and one of their true friends and 2) the likelihood of observing 
the unknown friendship between the targets. In our model, the 
probability of inferring friendship is derived from a softmax choice 
rule computing the probability that the targets are more likely to 
be observed with each other than one of their known friends.

We fit the model to the empirical data (Methods) and found that 
multistep abstraction qualitatively reproduces the same pattern of 
results empirically observed in participants’ behavior (Fig. 4C). 
Mechanistically, the model reveals that the likelihood of observing 
a target with one of their known friends depends exclusively on their 
total number of friends and is lower when the target has 12 rather 
than 6 friends (Fig. 4D). In contrast, the likelihood of observing 
the unknown friendship between targets steadily increases as the 
targets share a greater proportion of mutual friends (Fig. 4D). 
Therefore, the ratio of Successor Representation likelihoods for 
known and unknown friendships determines how people make 
inferences. As the proportion of mutual friends increases, the model 
increasingly infers that the targets are indeed friends (Fig. 4C). This 
effect is amplified when the targets have a greater number of friends, 
as this makes it relatively more likely that the targets will be observed 
together, compared to observing the targets with one of their numer
ous known friends. Given that inferences were based on minimal 
information about the underlying network, the use of abstraction 
to solve the link prediction problem is particularly notable in this 
study, and our results demonstrate just how flexibly the multistep 
abstraction mechanism can adapt to various formats of relational 
observation.

Study 4: Multistep Relational Abstraction Explains Represen
tation of Real- World Networks. Our results have so far provided 
consistent and convergent evidence for multistep abstraction 
as a parsimonious, unified, and flexible mechanism underlying 
how people solve a variety of link prediction problems. They are 
limited, however, in that they have only used artificial networks 
to test mental representation in carefully controlled laboratory 
settings. These artificial networks may not reflect the complexities 
often found in real- world social networks, such as more nuanced 
grouping structure (19), or rich information about latent social 
properties like popularity and connectedness (8, 10, 41). To address 
this gap, we used a dataset previously published by Krackhardt 
(42) to test how well multistep abstraction explains representations 
of a real- world network composed of 21 managers at a technology 
manufacturing company (42). The managers were asked to report 
which other managers they gave advice to and/or got advice from, 
enabling us to establish a “ground truth” estimate of the network’s 
true structure. Managers were also asked to report their perception 
of the other managers’ advice- giving and - receiving.

Relative to the artificial networks we have considered so far, this 
network shows considerably less clustering into groups (Fig. 5A), 
which is mirrored in managers’ perceptions. (Fig. 5B). A model 
that is only capable of generating groups or clusters would 

therefore struggle to explain how people are actually connected 
to one another within this particular network. To test our multi
step abstraction hypothesis, we simulated Successor Representations 
at various levels of � , then used mixed- effects logistic regression 
to predict participants’ mental representations (i.e., using a nearly 
identical procedure as in Study 2; see Methods). At the group level, 
we found that � = 0.7 was the best- fitting model (BIC = 8,780.27; 
Fig. 5C), with significant use of the Successor Representation at 
the group level (β = 14.75, Z = 6.30, 95% CI = [10.16, 19.33], 
P < 0.001), even after controlling for memorization (β = 3.53,  
Z = 8.77, 95% CI = [2.74, 4.32], P < 0.001). In contrast, the 
triad- based model was one of the worst- performing models in the 
set (BIC = 8,898.79), as was the community- detection model 
(BIC = 8,976.85), and both were outperformed by every Successor 
Representation model. Therefore, even when schema- like strate
gies fall short, our results show that multistep abstraction predicts 
people’s network representations in real- world settings.

As noted by the original author (42), participants’ mental rep
resentations additionally reveal a strange empirical phenomenon 
defying simple explanation. Among the most well- connected man
agers, there are discrepancies between a manager’s true centrality 
(i.e., how often a manager is asked for advice) and his centrality in 
the minds of others. There are two informative test cases where a 
pair of managers are equally central in reality, but one is believed 
by his peers to be more central than the other (Fig. 5B). To our 
knowledge, there are no existing schemas that can explain how such 
network representations emerge. A stringent test of multistep 
abstraction, therefore, is to reproduce this phenomenon and explain 
why the most well- connected managers vary in their perceived 
centrality, despite having the same number of connections in reality. 
Using the best- fitting Successor Representation model from our 
previous analysis, we find that the Successor Representation does 
indeed reproduce these discrepancies (mean Spearman’s � = 0.43, 
P < 0.001; Fig. 5D). In fact, the model is able to recapitulate indi
vidual managers’ idiosyncratic beliefs, even when that manager’s 
beliefs go against the majority (Fig. 5E). Using an exact binomial 
test as a prevalence test, we found that the model makes correct 
predictions for the majority of managers (18/21 for the 18 to 21 
test pair, P < 0.001; 15/21 for the 1 to 7 pair, P = 0.039).

Mechanistically, this is because the Successor Representation rep
resents individuals in terms of their extended relations (i.e., the 
weighted sum of their multistep connections), rather than their true 
degree centrality (i.e., number of one- step connections). To illus
trate, imagine that Isa and Asher have the same number of friends. 
If Isa’s friends have many friends themselves, and Asher’s friends are 
all loners, then Isa will likely be perceived as being more popular. 
Or, if the network were configured such that Isa was the sole “bridge” 
connecting her friends, but Asher’s friends would all stay connected 
without him, then Isa might again be perceived as being more pop
ular. Accordingly, we found a strong association between “successor 
centrality” (i.e., the column sums of the Successor Representation 
matrix) and betweenness centrality (i.e., the number of shortest 
paths that pass through a network member, a proxy for brokerage; 
Spearman’s �   = 0.89, P < 0.001). This result is consistent with past 
work finding that network members often exaggerate the brokerage 
of the network’s most popular individuals (19). Remarkably, it also 
suggests that people are able to accurately identify socially important 
individuals in their network, even when they lack full knowledge of 
people’s relationships (8, 43), illustrating yet another application of 
multistep abstraction for solving the link prediction problem.

The model’s success is notable given that the model was not privy 
to information about the company’s leadership hierarchy. Despite 
this, the model correctly identified 4/5 of the senior leadership: the 
Chief Executive Officer (node 7 in Fig. 5A) and most of the Vice D
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Fig. 5. Study 4: Reanalysis of Krackhardt (42). (A) The true advice- giving network among 21 managers in a company. The size of each node corresponds to 
in- degree centrality (i.e., the number of network members who seek advice from this manager). Managers 1 and 7 (blue) are both approached for advice by 
13 other managers, and managers 18 and 21 (green) are both approached for advice by 15 other managers. (B) Subjective representation of the advice- giving 
network, averaged across all managers. A heatmap value of zero in a given cell means that no managers believed those two individuals share advice, and a 
value of one means that all managers believed those individuals share advice. Managers 1 to 7 and 18 to 21 have the same in- degree centrality. Yet, in the 
minds of their peers, one manager from each node- pair is represented as being better connected than the other. The color- coded arrows correspond to the 
two node- pairs of interest, and the individual perceived to be more central is indicated by a thicker arrow. (C) Multistep relational abstraction can reproduce 
managers’ representation of the advice- giving network. (D) The Successor Representation rank- correlates with perceptions of peers’ centrality (P < 0.001). It is 
also able to accurately recapitulate the fact that 18 is perceived as being more central than 21 and that 7 is perceived to be more central than 1. (E) Each number 
on the “rose plot” corresponds to a manager, and the length of each “petal” corresponds to rank- ordered centrality. If a petal is mostly purple, the model has 
underestimated how central a manager is in the mind of his peer; if a petal is mostly yellow, the model has overestimated a manager’s perceived centrality. 
Greater overlap, in brown, indicates that the model makes accurate predictions. The Successor Representation predicts individual managers’ perceptions; we 
visualize data from two representative participants here. Notably, manager 17 diverges from the group- level trend, perceiving manager 21 as being more central 
than 18; the model correctly recapitulates this belief.D
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Presidents (nodes 2, 18, and 21). However, in the model’s predic
tions, one of the Vice Presidents (node 14) is conspicuously—and 
incorrectly—predicted to have low centrality in the minds of his 
peers. The company’s hierarchical structure likely influences the 
number of times a manager observes advice- giving, with senior 
leadership likely to be overrepresented. Therefore, it should be 
possible to improve the model’s predictions by providing it with 
additional observations of senior leadership providing advice. To 
test this, we simply trained the Successor Representation on the 
same set of observations as before, but with twice as many obser
vations of senior leadership. Results indicate that this simple change 
was sufficient to improve the model’s predictions: We observed a 
greatly improved model fit in the mixed- effects regression (BIC = 
8,657.39), increased rank correlation between successor and per
ceived centrality (Spearman’s � = 0.51, P < 0.001; SI Appendix, 
Fig. S10), and more accurate predictions of how individual partic
ipants perceived manager 14’s centrality (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). 
This analysis therefore suggests that an individual's mental rep
resentation of their social network is powerfully shaped by their 
observations of social interaction, which in turn are constrained 
by where that individual is positioned in the network.

Discussion

To make adaptive social decisions like whom to trust or gossip 
with, people must build useful cognitive maps of their social 
networks. But even for a relatively small network of 30 individ
uals, the number of possible network configurations is many 
orders of magnitude larger than the number of atoms in the 
universe (44). Despite the vastness of this space, we must infer 
who is connected to whom based on noisy and incomplete obser
vations. This is akin to guessing a 65- character password from 
occasional glances at the keyboard as it is typed in. How do we 
solve this fundamental and difficult computational problem of 
social link prediction? Past theory has suggested that people learn 
a collection of schemas for common network structures such as 
triads and communities and then apply them in a heuristic man
ner (6, 20, 22). We offer an alternate proposal explaining how 
social link prediction naturally emerges from cognitive maps that 
are built using a single, parsimonious mechanism of multistep 
relational abstraction. Our proposal accounts for a number of 
puzzling empirical findings about social network representations 
and social link prediction and places them within a single prin
cipled and mechanistic framework.

If people leverage their observations to drive both learning of 
one- step relations and abstracted multistep relations, humans can 
build the kinds of predictive representations required to success
fully navigate complex social networks. We demonstrate how 
multistep relational abstraction explains link prediction across a 
variety of social contexts and learning scenarios. Specifically, we 
find that schema- like mental representation of social networks 
naturally emerges from applying different degrees of multistep 
abstraction to learning (Study 1); multistep abstraction explains 
the structure of people’s mental representations and their social 
behaviors (Study 2); multistep abstraction can inform predictive 
inferences even from exceedingly sparse information about a novel 
network (Study 3); and even in a real- world workplace network, 
multistep abstraction is able to explain how and why people’s 
network representations are systematically biased (Study 4). The 
same model is able to account for participants’ memories, judg
ments, and inferences across all of these contexts, simply by inte
grating over a different number of steps in each context.

Our work is proximally inspired by research on Cognitive Social 
Structures (6, 20, 42), which has carefully documented systematic 

biases in how people represent social networks. Schemas have 
played an especially large role in Cognitive Social Structures the
ory, as they marry descriptions of empirical phenomena with 
cognitive- level explanations of why these phenomena exist. By 
compressing relational knowledge into compact structures, sche
mas are thought to aid the efficient learning and storage of social 
relationships, despite the combinatorial explosion of possible rela
tions within any nontrivial network (10, 21, 22). As a theory of 
human cognition, schema- based accounts are valuable for their 
qualitative descriptions of mental representation. We note that 
multistep abstraction can also be interpreted and used as a descrip
tive model; we do so, for example, for the real- world network of 
managers, where we model the outcome of social network learning 
rather than the process. Even in its capacity of a descriptive model, 
the present work provides theoretical value by providing a parsi
monious yet flexible mechanism for characterizing the content of 
mental representation and specifying how existing schemas can 
be quantitatively described along a spectrum of abstraction. In 
doing so, multistep abstraction not only unifies previously pro
posed schematic structures like triads and communities but also 
provides a framework for generating cognitive structures that have 
not yet been described by existing schemas.

Multistep abstraction provides even greater theoretical value 
when used as a computationally grounded theory about the nature 
of social cognitive maps, their function, and how they are mech
anistically learned. The Successor Representation can be built with 
a biologically plausible temporal- difference learning mechanism 
detailing how disparate observations can be systematically abstracted 
into coherent mental representations based on experience. This 
provides a theory explaining how schema- like representations can 
be built from direct observation of social relationships. Rather than 
being endowed with a set of discrete and inflexible heuristics, we 
propose that humans are furnished with a learning mechanism 
that discovers the generalizable structural features of the social 
networks they encounter. This allows them to adapt to a variety 
of social environments with different relational structures, such 
as friendship groups, kinship groups, or hierarchical organizations 
like workplaces. We also provide a theoretical perspective explain
ing why the brain might systematically encode biases in network 
representation: At the cost of accurate knowledge, we gain the 
ability to solve the link prediction problem across a variety of 
contexts where social inference is required for adaptive decision-  
making. Given evidence in computer science that multistep 
abstraction is an effective solution for solving a variety of link 
prediction problems, including in social networks (28), our theory 
argues that multistep abstraction is a rational strategy for predict
ing unknown and unobserved social relationships.

Our theory proposes that multistep relational abstraction enables 
people to build abstract cognitive maps of their social networks. 
While we used the Successor Representation to implement multi
step abstraction in this work (32–34, 45, 46), we note that we are 
not committed to the view that reinforcement learning is the only 
(or even dominant) method through which multistep abstraction 
is realized in the mind or brain (31). The normalized Successor 
Representation is mathematically identical to a maximal entropy 
model of memory abstraction (36), and neural network models 
suggest that the Successor Representation may share computational 
similarities with other association- chaining phenomena such as 
transitive inference and acquired equivalence (47). Interestingly, 
the Successor Representation’s mathematical form has deep struc
tural similarity with a host of network centrality measures that 
quantify psychological qualities such as influence, power, brokerage, 
and the ability to spread information widely (8, 43, 48–50). Most 
notably, the computations required to compute Katz centrality are D
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nearly identical to the computations required to compute the 
Successor Representation (48, 49), and variants of Katz centrality 
have proven useful for link prediction in computer science (28). 
However, these computations require an individual to have com
plete knowledge of all connections within the network, an unreal
istic assumption in most nontrivial social networks. In contrast, 
the Successor Representation can instead be computed through 
temporal- difference learning, allowing an individual to approxi
mate multistep relations asymptotically to Katz centrality, despite 
lacking complete knowledge of the social network. This may 
explain, for example, the curious finding that people are highly 
accurate at identifying structurally important individuals in the 
network, despite seeming to lack detailed knowledge about how 
people are connected to each other in the network at large (8, 17).

The present work establishes a foundation for a general theory 
of social network representation and link prediction, but several 
important limitations and open questions remain for future work 
to address. For example, the Successor Representation performs 
less well for the real- world social network, compared to the labo
ratory experiments. Although real- world network studies provide 
ecologically valid settings, a major limitation of any such study is 
that there are many phenomena influencing participants’ cognitive 
maps and only a few that researchers might measure or know 
about. For example, Study 4 examines managers’ perceptions of 
their real- world advice- giving network, which almost certainly 
incorporates other sources of knowledge, such as informal friend
ships. Those additional sources of information are not provided 
to the model, and so it is perhaps unsurprising that the Successor 
Representation would be less effective in capturing managers’ 
cognitive maps. If the model were given more observations of 
managers’ day- to- day social interactions (e.g., whether two man
agers played tennis together after work), or any other significant 
contributors, it is possible that the model’s predictions would 
improve. We found evidence of this, for example, when providing 
extra observations corresponding to the company’s leadership 
hierarchy. However, even despite lacking all of this rich knowledge 
about managers’ social relationships, we still find that the Successor 
Representation is a better fit than other candidate models that are 
commonly relied upon and can even explain why managers’ cog
nitive maps reflect multistep rather than true centrality.

Real- world social networks also pose a variety of unique com
putational challenges for learning about social networks, and it 
is not yet clear how the mind solves these problems. One such 
challenge is that observations of real- world relationships can be 
separated far apart in time. Our simulation study suggests that 
the temporal- difference learning used to compute the Successor 
Representation is equivalent to slowly learning structure from 
piecemeal observation of relationships, such that acquiring infor
mation over longer time intervals does not fundamentally alter 
the computational demands of network learning. However, addi
tional factors like memory decay or forgetting may have a stronger 
impact on the fidelity of the learned Successor Representation in 
real- world settings. Another unique challenge is that the compo
sition of a social network is often dynamic. We assume in this 
work that while relationships may change in a network, the set 
of individuals comprising the network (i.e., the state space) do 
not. However, real- world networks are constantly evolving, and 
new individuals joining a social network alter the state space itself. 
This suggests that an additional mechanism is needed for updating 
the state space in real- world settings that are continually in flux. 
Whether these additional mechanisms interact with learning 
Successor Representations, or else operate independently, remains 
an open question.

It also remains unknown how consciously aware people are of 
the knowledge structures they build through network learning, 
which has implications for social psychological theories of bias. 
In nonsocial contexts, past research suggests that the SR is used 
to build knowledge structures that are more implicit than explicit 
(45). It is also commonly argued that much of what people “know” 
about the social world lies outside the boundaries of consciousness 
(51). People may, however, still have conscious awareness of a 
particularly simple schematic or stereotyped knowledge, such as 
those involved in intergroup cognition. A fruitful future direction 
may be to formally connect multistep abstraction with other kinds 
of learning abstractions. For example, instead of learning about 
multistep individual- to- individual relationships, people could 
learn that certain social features are indicative of group member
ship and could leverage this to learn intergroup relations (24).

It is likely that the usefulness and simplicity of the Successor 
Representation computation makes it an attractive solution to 
many social problems the brain must solve. How exactly this com
putation might be instantiated in the brain is presently unclear, 
but some neural network models of hippocampal learning have 
converged upon comparable solutions for generalizing beyond 
limited direct experience (47, 52–55). Past work has demonstrated 
that representation of both spatial and nonspatial cognitive maps 
in the hippocampal formation follow similar principles, hinting 
at the possibility that abstracted social network representations 
may also be computed or encoded there (39, 52, 56–58). More 
generally, knowledge of network members’ centrality appears suf
ficiently useful that the brain seems to spontaneously track this 
information (10, 41), and it is possible that the underlying neural 
computations depend on some form of multistep abstraction.

Our work helps extend the general theory of cognitive maps and 
how they are used for inference. While recent theoretical and empir
ical research has broadened the framework of cognitive maps beyond 
the traditional domain of physical space (56), this work has largely 
focused on the “path- finding” problem in fixed and immutable 
environments. In contrast, a link prediction perspective invites 
investigation of how cognitive maps are used to solve “path- forging” 
problems. By analogy, while we understand a great deal about how 
rats navigate through complex laboratory mazes, we know much 
less about how rats create their own complex underground laby
rinths from a near- infinite set of prospective pathways branching 
from existing paths. The link prediction capacities of cognitive maps 
provide a promising framework for understanding such behavior.

Methods

Participants. In Study 2, the Random Walks sample consists of N = 60 par-
ticipants. These data were originally collected to pilot unrelated experiments 
and were reanalyzed for this work. Although the sample size was unplanned, 
we note that it is comparable to previous empirical work on the Successor 
Representation (45). Participants were either recruited from Brown University 
and surrounding community (N = 41) or from the Prolific online labor market 
(N = 19). No demographic information about race, gender, or age was collected. 
In the Paired Associates sample, we recruited N = 30 participants but lost two 
data points due to experimenter error. The reported dataset therefore consists of 
N = 28 participants (15 female, 16 white, 9 Asian, 3 Hispanic/Latinx, 3 mixed/
other; mean age = 22.29 y old, age range 18 to 31 y old; self- identified racial 
groups do not sum to the total number of participants because participants could 
indicate multiple identities). All participants received monetary compensation 
($15 in- lab, $13 online) and could earn additional monetary bonuses based on 
learning accuracy. All study procedures were conducted in a manner approved 
by the Brown University Institutional Review Board, and all participants provided 
informed consent. Details about the participants from Studies 3 to 4 can be found 
in the original papers (40, 42).
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Procedure. In Study 2, all stimuli were drawn from the Chicago Face Database 
(59) and were randomly assigned to nodes in the network. Therefore, while the 
underlying network structure was the same for all participants, “node 1” referred 
to different stimuli for different participants.

In the Random Walks sample, participants learned about friendships by view-
ing sequential steps of a random walk through the network, such that seeing 
two faces in a row meant that they were friends with each other. Each step of the 
walk involved the presentation of the face associated with each node, which was 
displayed for 1.5 s with no intertrial interval. In each “run” of the learning task, 
participants viewed 280 steps of a random walk, took a short break, and then 
started over with a new random walk. Fifty- three participants (recruited both in- 
lab and online) observed 837 steps of a random walk through the network during 
the learning task (i.e., three runs), and seven participants (all in- lab) observed 
1,674 steps during the learning task (i.e., six runs). To ensure that participants 
paid attention to the learning task, participants were required to press a button 
whenever they saw an upside- down face (12.5% of all trials). The memory task 
consisted of 78 trials (i.e., getting a single measure for the i → j relation).

In the Paired Associates sample, participants learned about the network by 
observing two network members appear side- by- side on the same trial if they 
were friends. No information about multistep relations was ever presented. In 
each run of the task, each friend pair was presented for 2.5 s each, and every par-
ticipant completed 10 runs. Since there are 17 friendships in the artificial network, 
the learning task consisted of a total of 170 trials. The memory task procedure 
was identical, except that we doubled the number of trials (i.e., measured both 
i → j and j → i relations). Participants then completed a trust inference task, 
also consisting of 156 trials.

Detailed descriptions of Studies 3 and 4 can be found in the original papers 
(40, 42); here, we summarize particularly relevant parts of the procedures. In 
Study 3, participants were shown a schematic of a social network on every trial 
(Fig. 4A). This schematic provided a visual summary of the following pieces of 
information: 1) the total number of people in the social network, which was always 
26; 2) how many friends each target individual had, constrained such that both 
targets always had the same number of friends; and 3) how many of those friends 
were mutually shared between the targets. The schematic made no indication 
of other friendships that may or may not have existed within the network. From 
this minimal summary of the network, participants were required to judge how 
likely it was that the targets were themselves friends.

In Study 4, each participant was given a questionnaire asking which managers 
asked each other for advice. An example prompt, provided in the original paper, 
reads: “Who would Steve Boise go to for help or advice at work?” Under this 
prompt appeared a list of all other managers’ names, and participants indicated 
who they thought Steve Boise sought advice from. They then repeated this pro-
cedure for all other managers, including themselves.

Successor Representation. For a network of N   network members, the Successor 
Representation is an N × N   matrix M   such that Mij   encodes the likelihood of 
observing network member j    , given that we have observed i    . Importantly, 
Mij   reflects not only the likelihood of observing the one- step i → j   transition 
but also the multistep likelihood of starting from i    and eventually observing 
j    through intermediary network members (e.g., i → k → j   ). In the context of 
social networks, a useful heuristic is that i    will generally be represented as hav-
ing a greater likelihood of being connected to j    to the extent that they have 
many mutual friends. The Successor Representation is updated using standard 
reinforcement learning methods (33, 34, 46), with a few minor modifications 
(Eq. 1). Observations of friendship are encoded as a one- hot vector 1

(

j
)

 , i.e., a 
vector of length N filled with zeroes except at the index j  . This one- hot vector 
is used to drive a row- wise update of Mi , tempered by the learning rate � . The 
successor discount parameter � ∈ [0, 1) then causes i  to become represented 
more similarly to its successor j  by adding a fractional amount of Mj to Mi . It is this 
successor term 𝛾 > 0 that enables the Successor Representation to integrate over 
many one- step transitions, thereby encoding multistep relational abstractions.

 

[1]

The reinforcement learning implementation was used to model all studies except 
Study 3. In that study, we used an analytic method to compute the asymptotic 

Successor Representation (46), which only relies on the identity matrix I  and the 
network’s true transition matrix T  (Eq. 2). Since Study 3 tested inference after a 
single learning opportunity, rather than through trial- and- error learning, the ana-
lytic method provides a more natural fit for how people might infer relations in 
that context. We note that participants in the original study were provided minimal 
summary information about the network through a schematic of the structure of 
the network (Fig. 4A), which includes detailed information about the network’s true 
adjacency matrix. For our analysis, we assume that this knowledge was available 
to the model just as it was to the participants, from which it could compute the 
Successor Representation (Eq. 2). We note that while the summary information pro-
vided in this task does not specify all the individual links identified in the network, 
it provides sufficient information to constrain the set of possible graphs to a small 
set of isomorphic graphs that correspond to a single abstract network structure.

 
[2]

In both implementations, the raw values in the Successor Representation matrix 
reflect the expected number of times a given network member will be observed 
in a random walk of length L = 1

1 − �
 . To normalize these values into transition 

probabilities, we therefore scalar multiply the matrix by 1 − � . We also note that L 
can equivalently be interpreted as a “lookahead” horizon (i.e., the number of steps 
that a person integrates over), such that the lookahead increases exponentially 
as � approaches its upper limit. Due to its exponential scale, seemingly small 
changes in � can therefore produce large changes in the lookahead horizon. For 
this reason, when testing whether the Successor Representation is integrating 
over a different number of steps across samples, it is misleading to simply com-
pare the mean values of � ; it is more appropriate to convert the model’s estimated 
� parameters into their corresponding lookahead horizons.

Parameter Estimation. To translate the Successor Representation matrix into 
probabilistic judgments of friendship, the model estimates weights that amplify 
or attenuate the predictions made by the Successor Representation. Conceptually, 
this is exactly equal to estimating a softmax temperature parameter or a beta 
weight in logistic regression. We assume that an agent could in principle be 
using an arbitrary number of representational strategies and therefore allow the 
agent to employ a mixture- of- experts scheme to determine its overall network 
representation. We model this using a logistic choice rule (Eq. 3) that takes a 
linear combination of strategies and weights as input (Eq. 4).

 

[3]
 

 

[4]

In Study 2, the model allowed � to take on any of its theoretically defined values, 
� ∈ [0, 1) . Free parameters for the weights and � were fit using the Nelder–Mead 
algorithm implemented in R’s default optimizer, using logistic loss to calculate 
model likelihoods. To allow the softmax to fully saturate, we multiplied all weights 
by an arbitrary scaling constant of 10 (i.e., the raw values in the Successor 
Representation matrix are transition probabilities, and therefore very small on an 
absolute scale). Mixture- of- experts weights were regularized using the L2 norm and 
� = 5 such that the likelihood additionally added the term 

∑

i�w
2
i
 , where � =

1

�2
 . 

Each participant’s data were fit independently, and each model was reestimated 25 
times, keeping only the estimates that best maximized the likelihood.

In Study 3, the large number of participants made it prohibitive to fit a model 
to every participant’s data. Instead, we fit a single model to the group- averaged 
data. Since participants originally responded to the task using Likert scale ratings, 
we created a synthetic dataset converting these ratings into binary choices. We 
rescaled the ratings from the original [−3, 3] scale so that they fell in the range 
[0, 1]. This gave us an approximate percentage of trials on which participants 
would have responded “yes” in a binary choice task when inferring whether the 
two network members were friends with each other. We simulated 100 trials 
per condition accordingly and then used the logistic choice rule (Eq. 3) to fit the 
value of � best explaining the data. Here, instead of modeling choices as a linear 
combination (i.e., including an intercept), we fit a single temperature parameter 
� to temper how strongly the Successor Representation would influence choice. 
In the best- fitting set of parameters, we found that � ≈ 0.03.

Mi ←Mi+��,

�=1
(

j
)

+�Mj−Mi .

M = (I−�T )−1.

f (x) =
1

1 + exp ( − x )
,

p
(

relation
)

= f
(

�0 + �1SR + ⋯

)

.
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In Study 4, we used mixed- effects logistic regression models to test how well 
various fixed values of � predicted participants’ mental representations, rather 
than fitting a model to each participant’s data. Since participants were responding 
about a real- world network, in which they were deeply embedded, we lacked 
sufficient knowledge of what observations may have been available to each 
participant. Since mixed- effects models are specifically designed to extract com-
monalities between participants, we reasoned that this might be a more robust 
method for approximating what value of � might best explain group- level rep-
resentation. We therefore simulated Successor Representation with � ∈ [0. 1, 1) 
in increments of 0.1 and used these as predictors (i.e., using the same procedure 
as the statistical models in Study 2). All regression models additionally included 
a predictor for pure memorization, and all models included random intercepts 
and random slopes for the Successor Representation.

Since participants in Study 4 were embedded in the social fabric of the com-
pany, we needed to make some assumptions about what social interactions each 
manager was generally able to observe. We made the trivial assumption that 
people observe interactions between themselves and their immediate advisors 
(i.e., one- step relations). We additionally assumed that people are generally able 
to observe interactions between advisors- of- advisors (i.e., two- step relations), 
either through firsthand observation or secondhand chatter/gossip (8). Although 
it is of course plausible that some people may be able to observe more distant 
interactions, we assumed that this happens infrequently enough that excluding 
these interactions would not unduly bias the model’s predictions; we note that 
this assumption is consistent with past research on large- scale real- world net-
works (17). Finally, we assumed that it was equally likely that participants would 
observe one- step and two- step relations. This final assumption is unlikely to 

be true of real- world interactions, but our goal was to avoid biasing the model 
predictions in favor of our hypothesis by allowing the model to learn more about 
one- step relations than two- step relations. We then used these “observations” to 
generate predicted Successor Representations, just as we did in the laboratory 
studies where participants’ learning observations were truly known. The rest of the 
Study 4 mixed- effects modeling procedure is near- identical to the mixed- effects 
modeling procedure used in Study 2. We note that other plausible assumptions 
could be made about what social interactions managers are able to observe. 
We tested alternative models using those assumptions and reported them in 
SI Appendix.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All data and code needed to 
reproduce the analyses are available in a publicly accessible GitHub repository: 
https://github.com/feldmanhalllab/multistep- relational- abstraction. Previously 
published data were used for this work (40, 42).
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